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Most economists assume economic agents are well informed, far sighted, and rational. By “rational” they mean that agents use sound logic when deciding on a course of action. Rational agents combine all the information at their disposal, including knowledge of their own preferences and long-term interests, to make logical choices that maximize their well-being given the constraints facing them. This essay considers empirical evidence on whether this model explains saving for retirement or the timing of retirement. Many observers are skeptical that workers make retirement decisions in the far sighted and logical manner just described. Unlike other economic choices, which are repeated many times over the course of one’s life, the decision of when to retire is made only once. Workers are not given the opportunity to improve on decision making through constant repetition. As an alternative to fully rational decision making, agents might imitate the behavior of others who are presumed to be better informed or to have superior skills in planning. Alternatively, workers may adopt and follow simple rules of thumb, which can produce decisions that depart significantly from a financially optimal choice.

The evidence on the financial soundness of workers’ retirement choices is mixed. When polled about their preparations for retirement, large minorities of Americans acknowledge they have given no thought to the subject, have saved little or nothing in pension and other retirement accounts, and lack confidence they will be able to afford retirement. Many workers near retirement age are ignorant of the rules that will determine their pension benefits. Economists and financial planners report alarming evidence that middle-aged and older workers face large saving shortfalls compared with the nest eggs needed to retire at the typical retirement age. Extensive evidence shows that a substantial minority of workers experiences big drops in consumption after they retire, which appears to violate a basic implication of the life-cycle model.

On the other hand, recent analysis of the best survey evidence on workers’ earnings, pension accumulations, Social Security entitlements, and non-pension saving reveals that very few workers have nest eggs that obviously and substantially fall short of what is “optimal” under some conceivably rational plan. Many workers who have little or no retirement saving can fall back on Social Security or public assistance to support minimal consumption in old age. The drop in consumption that occurs after retirement could be explained by declines in workers’ consumption requirements after they leave work. Alternatively, it could be the unwelcome byproduct of a plant closing or the onset of serious disease, events that force workers to leave work early. Even if the possibility of a plant closing or poor health were fully anticipated in a far-sighted plan, the worker may have rationally intended to accept a big cut in consumption if his or her career came to a premature end. This means we cannot rule out rational foresight when workers enter retirement with little savings or when they experience big drops in consumption over the course of their retirement. Bad outcomes may have been fully anticipated – and accepted – in a far-sighted and rational retirement plan.

Recent research findings on worker savings and retiree consumption do not prove that retirement and saving decisions are made in a fully rational and far-sighted way. The evidence only shows it is hard to rule out rationality and far-sightedness using available information on households’ consumption and savings. What older workers actually tell us about their saving behavior, retirement plans, and knowledge of pension rules suggests that relatively few make big investments in learning or thinking about the financial trade-offs that are relevant to retirement. Many workers probably consider the payoffs from such investments to be uncertain and small. Compared with the happiness that retired workers could obtain if they followed a rational and far-sighted retirement plan, the loss in happiness they actually experience using a simpler decision-making rule may be minor.
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Workers who anticipate reaching old age must make three choices about their retirement: The age when they will retire; the percentage of their wages to set aside so they can live comfortably when earnings cease; and the allocation of their retirement savings across different kinds of investments, such as stocks, bonds, bank and insurance accounts, and real estate. The three decisions are interrelated. Workers who do not expect to retire until shortly before they die do not need to save much for retirement. Those who anticipate retiring in their early 50s should plan to save a sizeable fraction of their pay. People who invest in risky assets, like biotechnology stocks and swamp real estate, may obtain terrific rewards for accepting great risk. If they are lucky they can use some of the rewards to retire young and live sumptuously. Less fortunate investors may be left with too little savings to retire.

Over the past couple of decades economists have devoted increasing effort to understanding retirement decisions. Labor economists focus on the timing of retirement and on retirees’ work patterns after they leave career jobs. Microeconomists have examined workers’ pre-retirement saving and post-retirement consumption behavior. Finance economists have theorized about workers’ choices regarding the allocation of retirement saving across risky and less risky investments.

In thinking about decision making, economists usually assume agents are well informed, far sighted, and rational. By “rational” I mean that agents use sound logic when deciding on a course of action. They combine all the information at their disposal, including knowledge of their own preferences and long-term interests, to make logical choices that maximize their well-being given the constraints they face. This does not mean people never make choices they later regret. Stock prices might fall 50 percent and house prices rise 50 percent after a worker has placed all his retirement savings in the stock market. When these outcomes become known, most people would regret investing in stocks rather than real estate. At the time the worker decides to invest in stocks, however, his choice is assumed to be based on good information and a prudent evaluation of the potential risks and rewards of alternative investments. Economists’ presumption that agents are “rational” simply means they think people make decisions calculated
to produce the greatest long-term satisfaction given the trade-offs and uncertainties which an actor faces when the decision is made.

Many observers, including some economists, are skeptical that workers make retirement decisions in the far sighted and logical manner just described. Unlike other economic choices, which are repeated many times over the course of adulthood, the decision of when to retire is made only once. Workers are not given the opportunity to improve on their decision making through constant repetition, as is the case when consumers learn how to budget and shop for groceries, clothing, apartments, and even marriage partners. It is therefore hard to argue that workers can eventually learn from experience about choosing an advantageous retirement age or an optimal rate of saving. When people decide when to retire or how much to save for retirement, their choices may be poorly informed, short sighted, and less than rational.

What alternative decision making rules might workers follow when making these choices? One possibility is that workers economize on independent decision making by imitating the decisions of other workers. If a worker’s colleagues or friends retire around age 60, age 60 may seem like a desirable age to leave a job. Another possibility is that workers use simple rules of thumb, which may not be far sighted or fully rational. Instead of considering the financial implications of retiring at every future age, some workers may retire as soon as available pension income replaces a target percentage of earnings, say, 75 percent of pre-retirement pay. Simple rules of thumb may produce decisions that are correlated with optimal decisions. But rules of thumb can also produce a retirement that occurs much too early or much too late compared with the age selected under a far-sighted plan. For example, a 75-percent income replacement rate may support a comfortable retirement for someone who is in excellent health, which is likely to be the case in the first years after a worker retires. But the same replacement rate may be grossly inadequate to pay for necessities and medical bills if the retiree’s health deteriorates. A far-sighted planner would take account of this risk by delaying retirement or building up a bigger nest egg before leaving a career job.

Does it matter which of these decision-making models is more accurate in describing workers’ retirement choices? It matters if we are concerned about the well-being of the aged. This is particularly true if we are considering policies that place greater responsibility on individual workers to save and invest for their own retirement. At the moment, all industrial countries have state sponsored pension and health insurance programs to support consumption in
old age. Workers are automatically enrolled in these programs when they take a job. Industrial
countries also face the prospect of rapidly aging populations, a development which is likely to
lead to the insolvency of state pension schemes unless pension contributions are raised and
benefts cut. One way to reduce the long-term burden of state pensions is gradually to replace
them with individual investment accounts. Under this kind of system, workers might have to
decide how much savings to place in their accounts, how to allocate their savings across different
investment options, and when and how fast to make withdrawals from their accounts. After they
retire, workers would depend on withdrawals from their accounts to pay for consumption in old
age. Some countries, including Japan and Great Britain, have moved in this direction, and
policymakers in other countries, including the United States, urge reforms along the same lines.

Policies that rely on workers to make their own decisions about retirement saving and
investment seem reasonable if most workers make these choices rationally and competently. The
same policies look less appealing when a large fraction of workers base their retirement and
saving choices on herd behavior, faulty logic, or defective information. If workers assume more
responsibility to save for their own retirement, allocate their pension contributions, and withdraw
funds in retirement, policymakers should be con dent that few workers will make big planning
mistakes. A big mistake can lead to serious hardship if state pensions are small. By the time an
aged worker discovers he has retired too early or saved too little, he may have no opportunity to
undo his mistake by saving more or returning to work.

In the remainder of this essay I consider what economists have learned about the
rationality and far-sightedness of workers’ retirement decisions. Do workers retire at a
reasonable age? Do they save enough to afford the retirement ages they choose? Do they invest
their retirement savings in a rational and prudent way?

The literature on these topics is lengthy and growing. Not surprisingly, it is open to
competing interpretations. When polled about their preparations for retirement, large minorities
of Americans acknowledge they have given no thought to the subject, have saved little or
nothing in pension and other retirement accounts, and lack con dence they will be able to afford
retirement. A number of economists and fnancial planners have published alarming studies
suggesting that middle-aged and older workers face large saving shortfalls compared with the
nest eggs needed to retire at the typical retirement age. On the other hand, careful analysis of the
best survey evidence on workers’ earnings, pension accumulations, Social Security entitlements,
and non-pension saving reveals that very few workers have nest eggs that obviously and substantially fall short of what is “optimal” under some conceivably rational plan. To be sure, many workers have little or no retirement saving, as already noted. However, most low-saving workers can fall back on Social Security or public assistance to support minimal consumption in old age. While the annual consumption reported by newly retired workers is lower than workers’ consumption before they retired, the decline is relatively small, is anticipated by many people approaching retirement, and is not clearly associated with a drop in retirees’ well-being.

Recent research findings on worker savings and retiree consumption do not prove that retirement and saving decisions are made in a fully rational and far-sighted way. The evidence only shows it is hard to rule out rationality and far-sightedness using available information on households’ consumption and savings. One problem is that we do not directly observe the underlying preferences of individual workers. This makes it nearly impossible to rule out rational decision making, even when we observe very odd patterns of work, saving, and consumption. When a worker suffers a 50-percent drop in consumption upon retirement we might interpret this as evidence of poor (irrational) planning. Alternatively, it may reflect the unfortunate effect of an unexpected early exit from the labor force, possibly because of a factory shutdown or onset of serious disease. Even if the possibility of a plant closing or poor health were fully reflected in the worker’s saving plan, she may have rationally intended to accept a big cut in consumption if her career came to a premature end. This means that we cannot rule out rational foresight when workers enter retirement with little savings or when they experience big drops in consumption over the course of their retirement. Bad outcomes may have been fully anticipated – and accepted – in a far-sighted and plausible retirement plan.

In the next section of the paper I consider what is known about the determinants of retirement and the role of far-sighted planning in the choice of retirement age. What evidence have economists found that the age of retirement is the result of a deliberate and rational plan involving lifetime optimization? The following section contains a review of saving behavior. Do workers save enough to retire comfortably? Or is there substantial under-saving compared with what is needed in light of the distribution of retirement ages? I will not treat the rationality of workers’ observed investment choices. Since there is deep division among economists and financial planners on what constitutes a sensible investment strategy, the soundness of most
workers’ portfolios is not easy to evaluate. The paper will conclude with a brief summary of implications.

I. Evidence on Age at Retirement

When a worker retires, he withdraws from his normal occupation and reduces his work effort or stops work altogether. At the beginning of the last century retirement was relatively rare but not unknown. Two out of three American men past age 65 were employed, but one-third were not. By the middle of the century retirement was much more common. Fewer than half of men 65 and older held a job in 1950. In 2000 the proportion at work had fallen still further. Just 18 percent of men over 65 were employed or actively seeking a job. Eighty-two percent were outside the active labor force. The proportion of women past 65 who were employed also fell during the twentieth century, but the reduction was far smaller than among men because the percentage of older women in paid work has always been low.

The decline in labor force participation among older men has not been confined to the United States. It is characteristic of all rich industrialized countries. In most European countries employment rates among the aged are now significantly below those in the United States (Quinn and Burkhauser, 1994; Burtless, 2004). Along with a shrinking work week and rising labor force participation among women, earlier retirement has been a distinctive feature of economic development in all the rich countries.

Theory. When economists think about retirement they naturally focus on the financial aspects of the decision. In this section I consider the basic theory economists have used to explain retirement choice and the evidence they have analyzed to test the theory. Although the economic literature on retirement-age choice did not begin in earnest until the mid-1970s, it has grown rapidly since that time. The first aspect of retirement to attract economists’ interest was the effect – or hypothesized effect – of retirement on individual and national saving. The classic statement of this relationship is contained in a series of articles written or co-authored by Nobel-prize-winning economist Franco Modigliani. His theory has had a wide influence on economists’ thinking about the timing of retirement as well as the determination of saving.

Modigliani’s basic hypothesis was that far-sighted workers will rationally plan their consumption over a full lifetime. In devising their lifetime consumption plans, they take account of the likely path of their labor earnings as they age and then prudently accumulate savings in
anticipation of their retirement. The goal of a good consumption plan is to maximize the worker’s lifetime well-being, subject to the constraint that lifetime consumption cannot exceed the worker’s lifetime wealth. Lifetime wealth consists of the worker’s initial assets and the present discounted value of anticipated labor earnings and other kinds of income that are not derived from initial assets or labor earnings. Rational and far-sighted workers will plan to avoid situations in which all of their lifetime wealth has been consumed long before they expect to die. In the absence of public aid or private charity, the effects of such a planning error are not very appealing.

When a worker first enters the labor force his earnings are low, but wages typically rise as the worker gains extra skill and experience. In the United States earnings often reach a peak around age 50 and then begin gradually to decline. Since 1985 the average age at retirement for U.S. men and women as been about 62. One half of the people who work in their early 50s have withdrawn from the labor force by the time they reach age 63. When most workers retire their earnings cease altogether, although about one-fifth of retirees continue to earn reduced wages, at least temporarily. In simple versions of the life-cycle consumption model, a worker is well informed about the path of his future earnings, his age at death, and the interest rate he is able to earn on his savings. If the worker has stable preferences throughout his life, his planning problem is formidable but tractable.

A worker who successfully solves the consumption planning problem will plot out a desired path of consumption for each future year of life, and he will stick with the plan unless there is an unanticipated change in his financial outlook. The most advantageous plan will depend on the relationship between the worker’s subjective rate of time preference and the interest rate he can obtain on his savings. The rate of time preference is a measure of the worker’s impatience in consumption. People who immediately consume nine-tenths of a box of cookies, leaving only one-tenth of it for consumption tomorrow, are said to have a high rate of time preference; they are very impatient in their consumption. If the worker’s rate of time preference is equal to the market interest rate, the consumption path will be level throughout the worker’s life (the situation assumed in the top panel of Figure 1). If instead his rate of time preference is higher than the interest rate, he will attempt to shift his consumption toward the early part of his life, and his consumption will fall as he grows older. People with a very low rate of time preference – who are very patient in their consumption – will shift consumption to
later stages of their life, and will plan to increase their consumption as they age. Workers may wish to leave bequests to survivors, in which case they will consume all their lifetime wealth except the amount they plan to leave to heirs.

Figure 1 shows one solution to the life-cycle consumption problem for a worker who expects to live to age 85, faces a 5 percent interest rate, chooses to retire at age 65, and has no intention of leaving anything to an heir. The worker’s potential wage is $10,000 a year when she enters the workforce at age 20, gradually rises to a little more than $22,000 a year when she reaches age 50, and then declines at later ages. The value of her expected lifetime earnings is a little more than $850,000, but her total lifetime consumption can be greater than this if she saves part of her earnings and invests her savings in a 5-percent-a-year interest-bearing account. If she consumes her entire lifetime income (including anticipated interest earnings) steadily throughout her life, her annual consumption will be greater than her annual earnings early in her career. Her consumption will be less than her earnings in the middle of her career when her wages reach their peak. After she retires her earnings will be zero, and she will live off accumulated wealth. The lower panel in Figure 1 shows the worker’s wealth holdings at successive stages of her career. Note that her nest egg is negative when she is young, because she must borrow money in order to consume more than she earns. (Young workers who cannot borrow are limited to consuming what they earn, but most consumption surveys suggest that Americans in their twenties and early thirties consume more than they earn and accumulate substantial debt.) By age 30 the worker’s wages exceed her annual consumption, and she can begin to repay some of her debts. At age 45 her debts are paid off and she begins to accumulate wealth. Her wealth holdings reach a lifetime peak at the point of her retirement, and then decline as her nest egg is depleted to pay for old-age consumption.

Modigliani’s life-cycle consumption model emphasizes the single most important financial aspect of retirement, namely, the sharp drop or complete cessation of labor earnings when work hours decline. Most worker households rely heavily on labor earnings to pay for consumption. When earnings cease at retirement, workers must find another way to pay for their consumption. Modigliani stressed personal saving as an alternative source of support in old age. Even though other income sources are nowadays quite important, it is useful to think about the choice of retirement age in a world in which retired workers rely solely on their own savings to finance consumption. A crucial implication of the life-cycle theory is that far-sighted workers
will simultaneously select both a retirement age and a pattern of lifetime consumption. Their choice will be decisively affected by the expected pattern of their wage income, the interest rate they pay on money they borrow, and the interest earnings they obtain on money they save. Another implication of the theory is that year-to-year changes in consumption should be much smaller than year-to-year changes in earnings, especially around the planned age of retirement. Workers with far-sighted plans will smooth consumption using saving and dissaving over the course of their careers.

The characteristic pattern of increasing and then declining asset holdings over the life-cycle, displayed in the bottom panel of Figure 1, is a central empirical prediction of life-cycle consumption theory. The asset build-up would not be needed if workers did not expect to retire. In the absence of retirement, saving would be needed mainly to finance bequests and to smooth out consumption in comparison with earnings. Several of the assumptions I have mentioned are highly stylized and are not likely to be true in real life. For example, workers cannot borrow money at the same interest rate they obtain on their investments. Usually they must pay a higher interest rate for loans than the one they can safely earn on their investments. More important, few workers can borrow huge sums of money to finance current consumption. They are constrained in the amount they can borrow. These are comparatively minor issues for many workers, however, and addressing them does not really change most of the implications of the theory.

A more serious problem arises when we introduce a realistic picture of the worker’s uncertainty about the future. In formulating an ideal retirement and consumption plan, it obviously helps if the worker is completely confident about her future earnings, her age at death, and the future interest rate. Unfortunately, few people can predict these things very accurately. In formulating their consumption plans, workers must take account of the possibility that the future may turn out to be more or less congenial than they anticipate. When they experience an unexpected change in earnings, workers face the problem of deciding whether the change will be long-lasting or only temporary. These considerations are crucial in determining how much workers should adjust their flow of consumption once they have obtained new information about future income flows. In theory, alert consumers will formulate a new lifetime consumption plan every time they receive new information about the future. If an employer’s quarterly earnings report shows an unexpected drop in profits, employees in the company should scale back their
consumption in anticipation of layoffs or slower future wage growth. If interest rates rise, workers may postpone consumption until later in life to take greater advantage of higher earnings on their investments. If a worker suffers an unexpected heart attack, he may boost his saving in anticipation of an earlier retirement and lower lifetime earnings.

New information about the future state of the world is seldom clear cut. Does a heart attack mean that retirement will last longer because the victim may be forced to leave a job earlier? Or will it shorten retirement because the worker can expect an earlier reunion with his deceased relatives? The two outcomes, if fully anticipated, would have opposite effects on the rate of consumption over the remainder of life, but a far-sighted worker will take account of both possibilities in formulating a consumption plan. Will an interest rate hike be temporary or permanent? Even financial market specialists do not have enough information to answer this question with much confidence.

Setting aside for a moment the effects of uncertainty, the life-cycle model can be used to analyze workers’ choice of a retirement age. To simplify the analysis, assume that workers will stop working completely when they retire. If a worker’s potential wages at each future age are known with reasonable certainty, her planning problem is to select the most satisfying combination of years at work and lifetime consumption that is available to her. Economists usually assume that, other things equal, workers would prefer to work fewer years (holding constant their lifetime consumption) and to consume more goods and services (holding constant their years at work). In other words, additional consumption of goods and services is a “good” and an additional year at work is a “bad.” If workers postpone their retirement (accepting more of a “bad”), they can also consume more over their lifetime (a “good”).

Retirement incentives. One reason workers retire is that their potential earnings decline in old age, so the payoff from accepting a longer work life grows smaller with advancing age. When the payoff falls below the perceived value of the extra goods and services a worker can consume as a result of working longer, she will retire. Another reason work may appear less attractive at older ages is that employer and government pension plans can reduce the financial payoff from extra work. Social Security and company pensions affect the lifetime trade-off between consumption and retirement in a complicated way. Consider the effects of Social Security. The impact of Social Security on retirement depends on the contributions workers must make for the pension and on the benefit formula that links monthly pensions to a worker’s
past covered earnings. U.S. employers and workers currently pay a combined tax equal to 12.4 percent of wages into the system. The tax thus reduces workers’ wages by about 12 percent in comparison with the wages they would receive if the program were abolished. On the other hand, contributions allow a worker to earn credits toward a bigger Social Security pension. The monthly pension goes up as the worker’s covered lifetime wages increase. Whether the increase in the pension entitlement is large enough to compensate a worker for her extra contributions is an empirical question. Low-wage workers receive favorable treatment under Social Security, so they usually receive a generous return on their contributions. High-wage and long-service workers typically receive much lower returns.

Workers who become eligible to receive Social Security benefits are entitled to receive a pension starting at age 62 or when they retire, whichever occurs later. Because the Social Security system has historically been quite generous, all generations retiring up to the present have received larger pensions than their contributions could have paid for if the contributions had been invested in safe assets. In effect, this generosity raised the lifetime wealth of older workers who became entitled to pensions under the system. If they consumed all of the Social Security benefits paid to them, they enjoyed higher lifetime consumption than their labor income alone could have financed. The fortunate generations that received this windfall may have retired earlier than they would have if Social Security had not been introduced or if the program had offered less generous pensions.

On the margin, Social Security can have another effect on the payoff from extra work. Workers who delay their retirement until after age 62 are at least temporarily passing up the opportunity to receive a Social Security check, which can begin when the worker turns 62. If a worker is entitled to a $800-per-month pension, for example, she gives up $800 in retirement income every month she delays retirement past age 62. If her regular monthly pay is $10,000, this represents a comparatively small sacrifice. If her usual pay is $1,000 a month, the sacrifice amounts to 80 percent of her wage. If she can only earn $800 a month, the sacrifice is equal to her entire monthly pay. The sacrifice is so large the worker would be an idiot to continue working past age 62, unless some adjustment is made in her future pension to compensate her for the sacrifice. This presumes, of course, that the person is only working for financial gain. Many people, including volunteers, are happy to work for no pay at all, which is precisely the situation
of a worker who gives up $800 every month in pensions in exchange for a monthly pay envelope that contains just $800.

Between the ages of 62 and 64 the Social Security formula offers workers a fair compensation for giving up a year’s pension. Monthly benefits are adjusted upwards about 8 percent for each year’s delay in claiming a pension. For workers who have average life expectancy and a moderate rate of time preference, this adjustment is large enough so that the sacrifice of a year’s benefits is compensated by eligibility for a bigger pension in the future. After age 65, however, the benefit formula was historically much less generous toward delayed retirement. Postponement of retirement after that age was not fairly compensated by increases in the monthly pension. In effect, the historical benefit formula required workers to give up part of the accumulated value of their lifetime pensions if they delayed retirement after age 65. It should not be surprising under these circumstances if a sizeable fraction of workers stopped working at 65 and began collecting Social Security pensions.

It is worth noting that very few workers are exactly “average.” A benefit calculation rule that is age-neutral (or “actuarially fair”) on average can still provide strong financial incentives to retire for a worker who has below-average life expectancy. The worker may not expect to live long enough for the future benefit increase to make up for the benefits he gives up by delaying retirement for one more year. Similarly, a worker who applies a high discount factor when evaluating future benefits may not be impressed that the pension adjustment is “fair” for an average worker. For workers who are impatient to consume, an 8-percent hike in benefits starting one year from today may not be enough to compensate for the loss of twelve monthly pension checks over the next year. Even an actuarially fair pension adjustment might be too small to persuade workers who are tired of their jobs to delay retirement.

The reason many people must retire in order to collect a Social Security check is that the program imposes an earnings test in calculating the annual pension. Workers who are between 62 and 64 and who earn more than $11,640 a year lose $1 in annual benefits for every $2 in earnings they receive in excess of $11,640. At one time the earnings limitation was much lower, the tax on excess earnings was much higher, and the age range in which the earnings test applied was much wider. Social Security pensioners were discouraged from working, and some workers may have been induced to postpone claiming a pension until they were confident their earnings would remain low.
Many company pension plans are structured similarly to Social Security pensions. Workers who are covered under an old-fashioned defined-benefit plan earn pension credits for as long as they work for the employer that sponsors the plan (sometimes up to a maximum number of years). The longer they work, the higher their monthly pension. Most defined-benefit plans are structured to encourage workers to remain with the employer for a minimal period – say, 10 years – or until a critical age – say, age 55. Workers who stay for shorter periods may receive very little under the plan. On the other hand, workers who stay in the job too long may see the value of their pension accumulation shrink. This would happen if the plan offered benefits to workers starting at age 55 but then failed to significantly increase the monthly benefit for workers who delayed retirement after age 55. If a 55-year-old worker can collect a monthly pension of $2,000 when she retires immediately and a monthly check of $2,001 if she delays her retirement one year, she will clearly lose a substantial amount of lifetime benefits – nearly $24,000 – for each year she postpones retirement. The worker essentially suffers a pay cut when she reaches age 55, and the cut is equal to the loss in lifetime benefits she suffers by postponing retirement. Many employers find this kind of pension formula to be an effective inducement to push workers into early retirement.

Evidence. Some rough indication of the possible influence of Social Security on retirement is provided by examining the relationship between Social Security incentives and the observed distribution of retirement ages. Social Security is now the principal source of cash income of American households headed by someone 65 or older. Tabulations of the Current Population Survey show that Social Security accounts for slightly more than 40 percent of the total cash income of the aged. For almost three-fifths of aged families, Social Security represents half or more of the family’s total cash income (Employee Benefit Research Institute, 2002, Figure 1; and Grad, 2002, Table 6.A2). Until 1941, Social Security provided no income at all to the aged. Today the program replaces about 40 percent of the final wage earned by a full-career single worker who earns the average wage and claims a pension at age 65. If the worker has a non-working dependent spouse, the benefit replaces approximately 60 percent of the worker’s final wage. Benefits are clearly high enough so they can be economically significant in influencing the choice of retirement age.

As noted above, labor force participation rates at older ages fell substantially over the twentieth century. What role did Social Security incentives play in this trend? The distributions
of male retirement ages in selected years between 1940 and 2000 are plotted in Figure 2. The figure shows the percentage of men leaving the labor force at each age from 55 to 72, computed as a fraction of men in the labor force at age 54. The calculations are based on male labor force participation rates for successive years of age in each of the indicated years. Not surprisingly, the retirement distributions for more recent years are skewed toward the left, reflecting the fact that men have withdrawn from the workforce at younger and younger ages. The tabulations in all of the years show evidence of clustering in retirement at particular ages. There are peaks in the 1940 distribution at ages 60, 65, and 70, indicating that retirement at those ages was more common than at other ages. By 1960, however, there is only one main peak in the retirement distribution, at age 65. In 1970 there is evidence of a secondary peak in the distribution, at age 62. By 1980, the percentage of retirements occurring at age 62 was almost as high as the percentage at age 65. In 1990 and 2000, retirement at age 62 was much more common than retirement at 65.

The earlier discussion of Social Security incentives suggests an explanation for the clustering of retirements at ages 62 and 65. Between 1941 and 2000, workers eligible for Social Security who continued to work beyond age 65 gave up pensions for which they were not fairly compensated. The earnings penalty in the benefit formula encouraged workers to retire at age 65. The clustering of retirements at age 62, which began after 1960, is also easy to explain. Starting in 1961, age 62 became the earliest age at which men could claim a reduced Social Security pension. Before 1961 men could not claim a pension until 65, and there was no evidence of clustering in retirements at age 62. By 1970 retirement was more common at 62 than at any other age except 65. By 1990, age 62 was by a wide margin the most popular age of retirement. In principle, the Social Security formula fairly compensates workers if they delay claiming a pension past age 62. As we have seen, however, a worker with a high rate of time preference or short life expectancy might not regard the compensation as fair. In that case, some workers will prefer retiring at age 62 rather than a later age.

The retirement age distributions displayed in Figure 2 are based on a crude approximation of workers’ behavior in each of the indicated years. If the labor force participation rate of 60-year-old men is 5 percentage points lower than the participation rate at age 59, and if 90 percent of 54-year-old men are in the labor force in the same year, the calculation assumes that the retirement rate at age 60 is 5.5 percent \([(5 \div 90) \times 100]\). A more
refined estimate of workers’ retirement ages can be obtained by interviewing the same people several times as they approach the end of their careers. The U.S. government has mounted two such panel surveys, the Longitudinal Retirement History Survey (LRHS), conducted between 1969 and 1979, and the Health and Retirement Survey (HRS), which began in 1992.

The LRHS was a 10-year panel survey covering about 11,000 families headed by people who were between 58 and 63 years old when the survey began in 1969. Retirement behavior in these 11,000 families has been analyzed by a number of researchers who applied the life-cycle framework in their studies. Figure 3 displays information on the retirement behavior of men in the LRHS sample who had no disabilities. The top panel shows the distribution of retirement ages among men who were observed to retire by the end of the survey in 1979, when respondents were between 68 and 73 years old. To determine the exact retirement age, I examined the lifetime pattern of respondents’ work effort and selected the point in each worker’s life when he made a discontinuous and apparently permanent reduction in labor supply. This definition excludes spells of unemployment that end with the worker’s return to a full-time job. However, the definition includes movements from steady full-time work into part-time jobs. The picture misses the retirements of some men who did not retire before their last completed interviews, and this omission will lead to some under-representation of retirements that occur after age 67.

Taking account of the different populations included in the tabulations and the differing definitions of retirement, the pattern of retirement in the top panel of Figure 3 is broadly similar to that shown for 1970 in Figure 2. As in Figure 2 there is a clustering of retirements at ages 62 and 65, with a much higher peak at the latter age.

The lower panel displays the pattern of earnings among retired but working men who are 62 years old or older in the first LRHS interview after they retired. Approximately one-fifth of retiring men were still working within the first two years after their retirements, and on average they worked a little more than 16 hours a week. The lower panel in Figure 3 shows the distribution of their earnings in relation to the earnings exempt amount in the Social Security benefit formula. Earnings below the exempt amount had no effect on a worker’s pension; earnings above the exempt amount caused benefits to be reduced by 50 percent of the amount of excess wages over the exempt amount.

Casual observation of the top and bottom panels of Figure 3 suggests Social Security had a powerful effect on both retirement ages and post-retirement earnings. Note that the age
The distribution of retirements had two peaks, a lower one at age 62, when Social Security benefits can first be claimed, and a much higher one at age 65, when the Social Security formula stops making generous adjustments for further delays in claiming a pension. The distribution of post-retirement work effort shows an even larger effect of Social Security. Workers appear acutely sensitive to the high implicit tax on their earnings when annual wages exceed the exempt amount. Over a quarter of working retirees earn within 10 percent of the exempt amount, and over half earn within 30 percent of it. The earnings estimates displayed in Figure 3 are based on workers’ responses to a Census interviewer, rather than their earnings reports to the Social Security Administration, which enforces the retirement earnings test.

The evidence in Figures 2 and 3 strongly suggests that some fraction of men are quite sensitive to Social Security incentives when they retire. It is less obvious whether this shows most of them are choosing their retirement age on the basis of a far-sighted and rational plan. As noted earlier, workers following a simple rule of thumb may retire as soon as available retirement income replaces a target percentage of their monthly pay. It does not require long-term planning to recognize this target is more likely to be met when the worker can first claim a Social Security pension. To be sure, the shifts in the peak of male retirement ages shown in Figure 2 conform broadly with the shifting incentives provided by Social Security. Still, it seems surprising that men were so slow to respond to the availability of early pensions, which began in 1961. The percentage of men retiring at age 62 approximately doubled between 1970 and 1980, yet it is hard to see how the incentives for retirement at that particular age changed appreciably over the decade. The innovation in pension rules occurred in 1961 when early retirement benefits were first made available.

Robert Axtell and Joshua Epstein (1999) argue that the slow evolution of retirement ages after the 1961 rule change actually provides powerful evidence against the view that workers are fully rational in their choice of retirement age. They suggest instead that “… imitative behavior and social interactions – factors absent from traditional economic models – may be fundamental in explaining the sluggish response to policy” (Axtell and Epstein, 1999, p. 162). They argue that only a small percentage of workers may have the capacity or willingness to understand program rules and interpret their meaning for the choice of an optimal retirement age. Most workers imitate the behavior of their “neighbors,” that is, older relatives, colleagues at work, or actual neighbors whose retirement behavior can be directly observed. If an imitator’s neighborhood
happens to include one or more far-sighted planners, it is more likely the imitator will respond to new incentives in a far-sighted way, because the behavior imitated is more likely to be optimal.\textsuperscript{11} Axtell and Epstein show how rational behavior can cascade through a social network, even though very few members of the network may be far-sighted or fully rational in their decision making. Eventually, retirement patterns attain a new equilibrium in which the rational behavior predominates.

There is also some question whether the pattern of retirement ages and post-retirement work effort reflects a sensible response to Social Security incentives. Many people retire shortly after their 62\textsuperscript{nd} birthdays, apparently because they can immediately claim a Social Security pension. As noted earlier, however, the Social Security benefit formula compensates workers who delay claiming a pension after 62 by increasing their monthly pension in later years. For workers who have average or above-average life expectancy and who have a savings account that earns less than 5 percent a year, it should make sense to delay claiming Social Security for two or three years after age 62. The rate of return that these workers can obtain through delaying a benefit claim compares favorably to the return they obtain on their savings. For workers in these circumstances there is no more reason to stop working at age 62 than there is at age 61. Only workers who have no liquid savings, who have a short life expectancy, or who apply a high rate of discount when evaluating future income gains have any special reason to retire at 62. Of course, men in those circumstances could account for all the extra retirements observed at 62.

The post-retirement work pattern reflected in the lower panel of Figure 3 seems to reflect a powerful influence of the Social Security retirement earnings test on behavior. Pensioners avoid earning more than the Social Security exempt amount in order to avoid facing a 50-percent marginal tax rate on their earnings. On the other hand, the distribution of post-retirement pay may also reflect a deep misunderstanding of the earnings test. Under the rules of Social Security, workers whose benefits are penalized because of application of the earnings test eventually have their monthly pensions recalculated to reflect this benefit reduction. Suppose a worker earns enough wages above the earnings exempt amount to lose three months of benefit payments when he is 64 years old. According to the rules of the program, his basic monthly pension at age 65 and later years is supposed to be increased to reflect the fact that he failed to receive benefits for three months between ages 62 and 64. The adjustment is exactly the same as the one he would have received if he had postponed claiming benefits for three months. Since this delay in
claiming pensions is compensated with an actuarially fair adjustment in monthly pensions, in effect the worker does not lose any lifetime benefits at all when his benefits are reduced because of application of the retirement earnings test. For pensioners who are between 62 years old and the normal retirement age, the earnings test results in the rearrangement of benefits over time. The worker receives smaller monthly benefits at the time he earns more than the annual exempt amount, but he receives permanently higher monthly benefits starting at a later age. In theory, the later benefit adjustment fairly compensates workers for the temporary reduction in benefits. If workers fully understood these rules, it is a little hard to understand why their post-retirement earnings are so sensitive to the “tax” on earnings above the exempt amount and to changes in the annual exempt amount (Vroman, 1985).

One plausible theory is that workers misunderstand the program rules. Many interpret the rules to mean they face a simple benefit cut whenever their earnings exceed the exempt amount. The clustering of annual earnings around the exempt amount certainly seems consistent with this interpretation. It shows pensioners are responsive to Social Security incentives, but it does not show whether workers are knowledgeable about the true financial implications of the program rules. If they are knowledgeable about the program rules, the clustering of post-retirement earnings at the exempt amount may ironically provide evidence that workers are short-sighted in their response to the earnings test.

Another way to analyze the impact of Social Security incentives is to examine the retirement age differences among people who face different incentives because the program has been altered in an unanticipated way. In 1969 and again in 1972 Social Security benefits were increased much faster relative to wages than at any time in the recent past. By 1973 benefits were 20 percent higher in inflation-adjusted terms than would have been the case if pensions had grown with wages as they did during the 1950s and 1960s. In 1977 Congress passed amendments to the Social Security Act that sharply reduced benefits to workers born in 1917 and later years (the “notch” babies) in comparison with benefits payable to workers born before 1917. Burtless (1986) examined the first episode, and Krueger and Pischke (1992) examined the second using the life-cycle framework. In the period analyzed by Burtless, workers born in earlier years planned their retirements when Social Security was comparatively less generous; workers born in later years planned their retirement when Social Security was significantly more liberal. Krueger and Pischke analyzed a period in which younger workers received significantly
less generous pensions than those available to older workers. Both studies reached an identical conclusion: Major changes in Social Security generosity produced small effects on the retirement behavior and labor force participation of older men, and the effects went in the direction predicted by the far-sighted planning model. Burtless estimated, for example, that the 20-percent benefit hike between 1969 and 1993 caused a 2-month reduction in the work career of men who were fully covered by the more generous formula. This was equivalent to a reduction in the labor force participation rates of 62-year-old and 65-year-old men of about 2 percentage points. The effects of the 1977 amendments found by Krueger and Pischke were smaller, but probably went in the direction predicted by theory. Of course, even if workers are using short-sighted rules of thumb rather than far-sighted optimal planning to choose their retirement age, many will respond to the changed incentives in the same way these economists found. If monthly pensions are hiked 20 percent, as occurred between 1969 and 1972, even short-sighted workers may claim benefits a couple of months earlier. Moreover, the behavioral responses uncovered by Burtless and Krueger and Pischke may have been confined to a relatively small number of retirees. The great majority of workers may have failed to respond at all to the changed incentives.

Some economists have directly posed the question of whether the retirement behavior they observe is guided by simple-minded or far-sighted planning. Robin Lumsdaine, James Stock, and David A. Wise (1992) believe they found evidence suggesting that retirement-age choice is often the result of a sophisticated decision-making rule. They examined the retirement choices of workers in a handful of company pension plans. They assessed these choices using three different decision-making rules, one of which was based on the application of a simple rule while the other two were based on more sophisticated decision-making approaches. (One of these used an “option value” technique for evaluating the value of pension offers, and the other used a “dynamic reprogramming” rule.) The economists estimated their models using information from one period, and then they tried to predict retirement patterns in a later period under each of the three models. Perhaps surprisingly, they found that the models based on more complex and far-sighted decision rules were more successful in predicting future retirement patterns. This evidence suggests at least some workers use information in a sophisticated way to decide when to retire. Of course, within a long-established company plan which covers many workers in the same workplace, information helpful in choosing an optimal retirement age that is discovered by one worker can easily be shared with co-workers. Where information sharing is
more difficult, workers might rely on simpler decision-making rules, and some workers may end up retiring at an age that is less than optimal. Lumsdaine et al. (1992) analyzed the retirement decision in isolation. They did not assume workers were making far-sighted and fully consistent plans for both work and consumption over a multi-year time horizon. Even the most sophisticated decision rule they consider is simpler than the planning methods needed to simultaneously select a retirement age and an optimal path for saving and consumption.

Other data are less supportive of the idea that workers use good information and far-sighted plans to select their retirement age. The availability of longitudinal surveys of older workers allows researchers to ask people whether they have made retirement plans and selected an expected age at retirement. Information from later interviews can be used to determine whether respondents follow through on their plans. Katherine Abraham and Susan Hausman (2004) analyzed information from the 1992-2000 HRS to determine how frequently older workers reported a retirement plan and how often they stuck to those plans. Workers in the HRS were in their 50s and early 60s when the question on retirement plans was first posed. This seems like a point in life when long-term planners would have formulated a retirement strategy. Abraham and Hausman report that “…the most common answer (38 percent of responses) was that the respondent had not given much thought to future work and retirement plans, or had no plans” (2004, p. 9). Among workers who reported an expected retirement age or retirement strategy, a large percentage failed to follow through on their plans, even when the planned retirement was within than two years of the time they described their plans. Among respondents reporting they would stop working altogether within two years of an interview, slightly more than one-third were still at work in the next biannual interview. Among workers who claimed they would never stop working, about one in seven had actually ceased working within two years. Of course, unexpected events may have intervened between the two surveys, disrupting the best-laid plans of rational workers.

If workers wish to formulate a rational retirement strategy, a minimum requirement is to become familiar with the rules and benefit formulas governing the pension plans in which they are enrolled. The HRS provides a good source of information about older workers’ knowledge of their pension plans. Workers were asked to describe some important features of their company plans, and their descriptions were compared to the descriptions of the same plan supplied by employers. Because of the method used to collect and verify the data, we should
expect that employers provided more accurate plan descriptions than their employees. Alan Gustman and Thomas Steinmeier (forthcoming) offer a sobering comparison of the pension descriptions supplied by workers and employers in the HRS. Only about one-half of workers covered by a defined-contribution plan correctly identified the type of pension plan in which they were enrolled. Approximately the same percentage of workers enrolled in a defined-benefit plan correctly reported that their employer offered that form of pension.

A defined-benefit plan provides vested workers with a pension that is determined by the worker’s years of service and final salary while enrolled in the plan. These plans ordinarily have an early entitlement age (when workers can first receive reduced benefits) and a full entitlement age (when workers can claim an unreduced benefit). The monthly pension is guaranteed by the employer. In contrast, a defined-contribution pension is essentially an individual investment account maintained in behalf of individual workers. The employer deposits annual contributions (usually a fixed percentage of a worker’s pay), and the ultimate value of the investment account depends on the success of the worker’s or employer’s investment strategy. The worker bears the risk of poor investment outcomes, but the accumulation in the pension account is the property of the worker even if he leaves the employer long before the standard retirement age. If workers do not know whether they are enrolled in a defined-benefit or a defined-contribution pension plan, it is unlikely they are familiar with the retirement incentives in their plan. Indeed, Gustman and Steinmeier (forthcoming) show startling discrepancies between workers’ understanding and employers’ descriptions of retirement incentives. Even among workers who correctly stated they were covered by a defined-benefit plan, only a minority accurately reported the youngest age at which they could claim pensions. For example, among workers in plans where the early eligibility age was 55, only 40 percent of workers correctly reported this age. Slightly more than 20 percent believed the early entitlement age was 62, and 7 percent reported it was 65 or higher. Gustman and Steinmeier show that workers are more accurate in describing their Social Security entitlements, although workers with very low entitlements often have an exaggerated estimate of their potential monthly benefits.

How does misinformation affect retirement decisions? Sewin Chan and Ann Huff Stevens (2003) offer some fascinating evidence. They focused their analysis on HRS respondents who worked in 1992 and were covered by a company pension plan according to the reports of their employers. Using the employer’s description of the worker’s pension entitlement, Chan
and Stevens could reliably calculate the value of a pension if the worker retired immediately and compare that to the pension value if the worker retired at a future age. The average worker underestimated the value of the pension by about 55 percent of the amount reported by employers. Moreover, many workers offered wildly inaccurate estimates of the improvement in their pension if they delayed retirement to a later age. Using information from follow-up HRS interviews, Chan and Stevens found that workers’ retirement choices were based on their (possibly inaccurate) interpretation of pension rules. For people with accurate information, retirement choices were closely aligned with the financial incentives in their plan. If a worker’s understanding of the plan rules was in error, the retirement decision was often based on serious misunderstanding.

One of the most important financial determinants of an optimal retirement age is the increase or decline in the value of a pension if a worker postpones retirement for one or more years. Under some retirement plans, workers can actually lose lifetime pension wealth if they delay their retirement after attaining the plan’s early or normal retirement age. Chan and Stevens (2003) found that workers who accurately reported the amount of pension gain from delaying retirement were several times more responsive than average workers to the true financial incentives in their pension plan. Most economists, including Gustman and Steinmeier (1986), Burtless and Moffitt (1985), and Burtless (1986), estimate life-cycle retirement models under the presumption that workers are responding to the true financial incentives in the pension plans in which they are enrolled. On the whole, they find aggregate responses to pension incentives that seem consistent with the basic life-cycle model. Chan and Stevens’ findings suggest the pattern of aggregate response may reflect far-sighted responses on the part of some well-informed workers and poorly informed or irrational choices for a sizeable minority or even a majority of workers.

II. Life-Cycle Saving

Workers’ saving behavior can also be compared with the predictions of the life-cycle model to help us understand whether saving decisions are guided by rational and far-sighted planning. The model provides some clear predictions about how wealth is accumulated over a career and how workers should respond to unexpected events. The lower panel of Figure 1 implies that workers should build up significant savings in anticipation of retirement and then
draw down their wealth during retirement. The model makes a clear and plausible distinction between (unanticipated) changes in flows of income that can be expected to last and changes that are only temporary. An unexpected income improvement that is permanent, such as an earnings gain that accompanies a promotion, will have a much bigger impact on a worker’s consumption than an improvement that is only temporary, such as a one-time bonus for outstanding job performance. By the logic of the life-cycle model, a person who wins a lottery that pays $30,000 a year for thirty years will plan to make a much bigger change in his consumption than the person who wins a one-time prize of $30,000. By the same reasoning, the lottery winner who obtains a prize paying a modest annual amount (say, $2,000 a year) which has a present discounted value of $30,000 will alter his consumption by roughly the same amount as the winner of a one-time prize equal to $30,000. A fully anticipated drop in income, such as the one that accompanies a planned retirement, should have almost no effect on consumption.

Some evidence supports the theory. Most empirical research suggests that the life-cycle model is correct in emphasizing that households discount short-run fluctuations in their income when determining current consumption and that retirement is one important motive for saving. There is competing evidence, however, that consumption is more volatile and closely related to current income changes than would be the case if there were complete smoothing of consumption over full lifetime resources. As the theory predicts, we observe a tendency among many workers to steadily, but gradually, build up their wealth, increasing their rates of saving in peak earning years and as they approach retirement. The life-cycle theory’s implication that consumers have a target wealth-income ratio that increases with age up to retirement also seems to be valid for many households.

Nonetheless, some economists are skeptical of the theory because simple versions of it are not very successful in accounting for important aspects of personal saving. For example, many American workers enter retirement without any assets. A large percentage of workers who do have assets apparently continue to add to them after they retire. Neither fact is easy to reconcile with simple versions of the life-cycle model. Theorists have made modifications in the basic theory to account for obvious empirical contradictions. Different theorists have proposed different modifications to rescue the basic model. Whatever their criticisms of the model, however, few economists have strayed far from it in trying to explain the connection between saving and retirement behavior.
Pre-retirement saving. Recent empirical research has focused on two questions about saving behavior in relation to retirement. First, do workers typically accumulate enough savings so that they can live comfortably during retirement? And second, is there evidence to support the prediction of the life-cycle model that consumption changes little when retirement occurs? The first question has aroused considerable controversy because of disagreement over what constitutes adequate saving for retirement. Almost from the beginning of systematic analysis of the wealth distribution, economists have had to confront the fact that many workers reach old age with very little savings (see Diamond and Hausman, 1984). This finding has been confirmed in many studies over the years. Annamaria Lusardi (2001) recently tabulated the wealth holdings of HRS respondents who were not retired at the time of their first interview in 1992. Since these workers were between 50 and 61 years old, it is reasonable to assume most of them were within a decade of retirement. Workers in the bottom one-tenth of the wealth distribution had no wealth at all except their Social Security wealth. Even workers at the 25th percentile had essentially no liquid wealth. That is, the sum of their bank deposits, stocks, and bonds and subtracting their short-term debt left these workers with no liquid savings. These workers’ total wealth holdings, including equity in a home or business, IRAs and Keogh plan assets, and vehicles, amounted to less than $28,000 (1992 dollars). Lusardi points out that if all of this wealth were sold and converted into a lifetime annuity, it would provide workers with an income of less than $200 a month. One-quarter of 50-61 year-old workers in the HRS had even less wealth than this. One reason for low savings may be that workers have given little or no thought to retirement. Lusardi reports that the median wealth holdings of workers who have thought “hardly at all” about their retirement is less than one-half the median wealth of workers who have thought “some” or “a lot” about retirement.

Although the fraction of older workers who lack wealth may seem shockingly high, is it high enough to cause us to reject the hypothesis that workers save rationally for retirement? In some cases we can show that the optimal rate of pre-retirement saving is zero or very near zero. Many workers who earn low or erratic wages throughout their careers will qualify for a Social Security pension or an old-age public assistance check. The amount of monthly benefits may equal or exceed the average net pay they received in their career. Since some of these workers may not be eligible for public assistance unless their liquid savings are very low, it may make no sense to accumulate pre-retirement wealth. The availability of Social Security, public assistance,
and company provided pensions means that the optimal amount of savings depends critically on individual circumstances. Workers who can expect pensions or assistance payments that replace a large percentage of their net earnings have much less need for savings than workers who do not anticipate pensions or assistance payments.

Douglas Bernheim (1992 and 1995) published two widely cited studies showing that many baby boom workers, including high-wage workers, face large shortfalls in retirement saving. He calculated workers’ optimal saving levels taking into account the number of their current and anticipated dependents, earnings, expected Social Security and pension benefits, and other factors. He then compared workers’ actual saving with the optimal saving amount and determined whether workers faced a surplus or deficit in their saving. His calculations implied that workers in the baby boom generation were saving at just one-third the rate needed to cover the costs of their retirement.

Other researchers have reached similar conclusions, often using much better survey data. James Moore and Olivia Mitchell (2000) examined the 1992 wealth holdings of HRS respondents and calculated the additional saving they would need to retire without any loss of consumption at retirement. This calculation takes account of the Social Security and pension benefits that workers could obtain if they continued working. The calculations are repeated for two potential retirement ages, 62 and 65, the two ages that are most common (see Figure 2). Moore and Mitchell show that the median HRS household would have to increase its saving rate by 16 percent of earnings to maintain constant consumption after retirement at age 62. If retirement were delayed for three additional years to 65, the required extra savings for the median worker would represent 7 percent of earnings. When Moore and Mitchell compared required savings rates to actual savings rates among households approaching retirement, they found that actual savings rates typically fall far short of the required rate.13

Some recent analyses of wealth surveys have produced a very different picture of wealth adequacy. A number show that comparatively few workers have clearly under-saved, and the typical amount of under-saving is quite small. One reason for the difference is that the newer studies explicitly account for the income uncertainty workers face in the years before they retire. Earnings uncertainty is very important for an obvious reason. If workers cannot borrow much money, they must save a very large percentage of their earnings in high earnings years to ensure that their families do not have to reduce their consumption in low earnings years. This effect of
earnings uncertainty is not reflected in Figure 1 because it is drawn under the assumption that
annual earnings will rise and fall over a worker’s career in a completely predictable way. In the
real world, earnings are much less predictable than this. Every year many workers lose their
jobs, and some must accept big pay cuts in order to get re-employed. Other workers receive
unexpected promotions or take new jobs with higher salaries. If workers want to accumulate
enough savings to fully smooth consumption, they must save a very large percentage of their pay
to accumulate a buffer stock of savings. Rational planners will save less than the full amount
needed to completely smooth consumption, and this will mean that large, unexpected wage
reductions will sometimes cause workers to deplete their savings before they retire. As noted by
Eric Engen, William Gale, and Cori Uccello (1999), it is wrong to argue that there is a single
optimal path of saving for all workers who expect to earn the same lifetime wages. Instead, they
find even among workers who share the same preferences, there is a range of optimal saving
paths, where each path depends on the exact sequence of earnings “surprises” received by the
worker. Workers and retirees also face uncertainty about when they will die. If workers die at
an unexpectedly early age, their savings will go unused and will not contribute much to their
lifetime happiness. If they die in advanced old age, they may deplete all their savings and face
many years of very low consumption. Rational workers will make a savings choice that balances
these risks, but for many far-sighted workers the balance will mean their consumption falls as
they live longer and longer beyond their retirement age.

In light of earnings and life-span uncertainty, Engen et al. (1999) ask a somewhat
different question about wealth holdings from the one posed by earlier analysts. They ask
whether the observed distribution of wealth holdings seems consistent with the distribution that
would be observed if each household responded to unexpected earnings changes and life-span
uncertainty in an optimal way. Earlier analysts implicitly posed a different question: If the
profile of lifetime earnings and date of death were known in advance, how much wealth would
an optimizing worker have set aside by the time he reached the age when his wealth holdings
were reported to the interviewer? If a worker’s wealth falls short of this threshold, the worker is
judged to have inadequate savings. Engen et al. (1999) do not actually observe the past sequence
of earnings for any member of their sample, but they can use information from other sources to
derive reasonable estimates of typical year-to-year variability in earnings. Combining this
information with data about the worker’s current earnings and survival probabilities in future
years, they simulate the range of wealth holdings that would be observed if workers responded optimally to a simulated sequence earnings fluctuations and the known probabilities of future death. Their simulations reveal not surprisingly that many prudent and rational savers will have little or no savings if they experience a big, unpleasant earnings surprise. Although Engen et al. (1999) conclude that there is probably some under-saving in a few population groups, the shortfall in saving seems quite modest compared with earlier estimates. This conclusion was confirmed in a recent study by John Karl Scholz, Ananth Seshadri, and Surachai Khitatrakun (2004), which used HRS data to calculate optimal saving accumulations based on workers’ actual lifetime sequence of Social-Security-covered earnings. The optimal accumulations were then compared with wealth holdings reported by the same workers. Scholz et al. conclude that fewer than one-fifth of HRS households have less saving than their optimal targets, and the saving shortfall of those households is typically quite small.

Post-retirement consumption. The findings by Engen et al. (1999) and Scholz et al. (2004) do not prove that the saving behavior of American workers is far-sighted and rational. They demonstrate instead that it is difficult to rule out the hypothesis that saving choices are far-sighted and rational for the overwhelming majority of workers. Some readers might find this conclusion more reassuring if analysts could offer clear evidence that retirees enjoy adequate income or consumption in old age. It is hard to define a reliable benchmark for assessing “adequacy,” however. One gauge is the official U.S. poverty line. Census Bureau statistics on income poverty suggest destitution is nowadays no more common among the aged than it is among nonaged adults (see Figure 4). This reassuring fact may suggest that poor planning and short-sightedness do not lead to any more hardship in old age than at younger ages. Of course, if the income needs of the aged are greater than those of the nonelderly, perhaps because of costly health problems, it still might be the case that retirees have inadequate resources to maintain post-retirement consumption.

Economists have found reasonably reliable and consistent evidence suggesting that consumption falls after workers retire, although the implications of this decline are not always clear. Daniel Hamermesh (1985) found that couples’ consumption early in retirement is 14 percent higher than their retirement income can support, forcing them to reduce their consumption in later old age. Jerry Hausman and Lynn Paquette (1987) uncovered more compelling evidence of a drop in consumption following retirement. Looking solely at food
consumption among families represented in the LRHS, Hausman and Paquette found that retirement led to a decline in expenditures on food of about 14 percent of pre-retirement consumption. For the workers who were forced to leave their jobs because of a layoff or deterioration in health, the drop in consumption was even bigger – an additional 9 percent of pre-retirement food consumption. For workers who had accumulated below average wealth, the drop in food expenditures was larger still. James Banks, Richard Blundell, and Sarah Tanner (1995) used many years of detailed household consumption data for British families to document the fall in consumption that occurs immediately after workers retire. Part of this decline can be explained by lower spending requirements for people who no longer need to go to work, but much of the falloff in consumption cannot be rationalized. Banks, Blundell, and Tanner conclude that for many households, retirement must have been accompanied by an unwelcome surprise that reduced the families’ ability to consume.

Recent studies have shown that the drop in consumption following retirement is at least partly anticipated. Michael Hurd and Susann Rohwedder (2004) used interview responses in the HRS to compare respondents’ pre-retirement expectations of consumption after retirement with the actual experiences of workers who have already retired. HRS respondents who were not yet retired were asked whether they expected consumption to fall after retirement and by how much. The responses of people who have not yet retired could be compared with the reported consumption changes of HRS respondents who have retired and already experienced the fall in income that accompanies retirement. Hurd and Rohwedder confirm that consumption falls at retirement. The average decline is about 15 percent to 20 percent of pre-retirement consumption. They also show, however, that the fall in consumption is largely anticipated by workers. In fact, the reported decline in consumption among workers who have already retired is a bit smaller than the average decline predicted by workers who have not yet retired. These findings confirm earlier findings by John Ameriks, Andrew Caplin, and John Leahy (2002). Using survey responses obtained from participants enrolled in the TIAA-CREF pension program, Ameriks, Caplin, and Leahy discovered that a majority of active workers expect their consumption spending to fall after retirement. Among TIAA-CREF participants who have already retired, however, only about one-third report that their consumption actually declined. Forty-four percent report their spending has remained unchanged, and 20 percent say consumption has
risen. Thus, many older workers anticipate their spending will decline after retirement, but the actual experience of recent retirees suggests the drop in saving may be smaller than anticipated.

Even granting that consumption falls after retirement, the drop in spending may not reduce retirees’ welfare. For example, retirees may spend less on food because they do not need to eat as many meals away from home or because they have more time to shop for bargains. Necessary spending on taxes, clothing, and transportation may also fall. Retirees have the time to produce some goods and services in the home that full-time workers typically purchase in the market. Thus, even if it is true that consumption expenditures fall in retirement, it is not clear the decline is associated with a drop in well-being. The evidence on the reported happiness (or “subjective well-being”) of retirees versus older active workers provides little evidence that the retired are systematically less happy than active workers. Retirees on average have more health problems than active workers, but among people who have the same marital status and similar health problems, the retired are about as happy as active workers.15

In sum, there is overwhelming evidence that many households have very little savings as they approach retirement, but this does not help us decide whether workers’ saving decisions were based on short-sighted or irrational decision making. Given the uncertainty of pre-retirement earnings and the availability of means-tested retirement benefits, many forward-looking, rational workers will enter retirement with little savings. There is also pervasive evidence that workers experience significant reductions in consumption after they retire, possibly indicating that they were short-sighted in their saving or unpleasantly surprised by the drop in income that followed retirement. Since many workers anticipate a fall in consumption after retirement, however, another explanation for the fall in consumption is that workers have lower spending needs when they leave work. The drop in consumption spending may not be connected with a decline in welfare.

III. Implications

Squinting their eyes and looking only at aggregate trends, economists find abundant evidence of rational, far-sighted responses to financial incentives for retirement and saving. American retirement patterns at different ages have gradually evolved to reflect the retirement incentives embodied in the nation’s most important pension program. Evidence from other industrialized countries and cross-national comparisons of retirement behavior reinforce the
findings based on U.S. evidence. Jonathan Gruber and David Wise (1999) and economists from a number of countries recently examined pension systems and retirement behavior in eleven rich countries. Some countries allow workers to begin drawing public pensions at age 60 or earlier, while others do not make old-age benefits available until much later. There is also wide variation in the treatment of wage earnings once workers reach the pensionable age. Some countries, like the United States, no longer penalize workers for delaying their retirement beyond the early or normal pensionable ages. Other countries, like France and Belgium, offer very generous pensions and impose heavy financial penalties on workers who remain employed after the pensionable age. Gruber and Wise and their collaborators find a strong correlation between national retirement patterns and the labor supply incentives that are embodied in national pension systems. Countries with modest pensions and generous treatment of earned income after the pensionable age have high employment rates among people between 55 and 70. In contrast, nations that offer generous pensions and impose heavy penalties on earnings after the pensionable age have much lower employment rates. The economists who worked with Gruber and Wise often found striking age patterns in workers’ withdrawal from paid employment. These age patterns often corresponded with incentives embedded in the national retirement system. Moreover, as in the United States, the age pattern of actual retirements often moved in parallel with changes in the age pattern of retirement incentives.

The evidence on aggregate retirement patterns seems to dovetail with other recent evidence showing that only a very small proportion of workers enter retirement with wealth that is too low to be consistent with a rational, far-sighted plan for lifetime consumption and retirement. Even the evidence that workers reduce their consumption after retirement, which violates a basic implication of the life-cycle model, can be explained by the lower consumption commitments of retirees and by rational saving and consumption responses to unexpected events that can trigger retirement.

Economists’ rationalizations of observed behavior are a little harder to square with workers’ responses when they are asked about their retirement plans and saving habits. A large percentage of Americans say they have given no thought to retirement, have saved too little for their anticipated old-age consumption, and do not know whether they will be able to afford to retire. Moreover, when asked to describe future benefits under their company or Social Security pensions, a majority often shows astonishing ignorance of the most basic provisions determining
future retirement incomes. If workers do not take the trouble to learn how their pensions are determined, it is a little hard to believe they use information sensibly to choose an optimal retirement and saving strategy.

One explanation for workers’ ignorance and for the reported absence of planning is that many people anticipate using simple rules of thumb to choose their retirement age. This kind of decision rule may not be far-sighted, but it could be rational if workers do not expect to derive much benefit from a big investment in information gathering and retirement planning. The range of uncertainty about workers’ future health, wages, and employment prospects is so wide that many people may believe well-informed, deliberative planning is a waste of effort. The process will need to be repeated every time a worker receives fresh news about health or potential earnings. This prospect is clearly unattractive for people who do not enjoy planning or are unskilled at performing it. A simpler and more attractive option when deciding when to retire is to imitate the behavior or follow the advice of older friends, who are presumably better informed about the actual consequences of selecting one retirement age rather than another. As we have seen, both imitation and simple rules of thumb can explain the retirement trends shown in Figures 3 and 4.

What difference does it make if workers select their saving behavior or choose a retirement age using imitation, simple rules of thumb, or other less-than-rational decision rules? How much is a worker’s welfare harmed by use of a poor decision rule? In individual cases, the consequences of a poor choice of retirement age or pre-retirement saving rate can lead to very poor outcomes in old age. On the whole, however, only a small fraction of Americans faces severe material hardship after they retire. Serious deprivation is nowadays no more common among the elderly than it is among younger adults (Figure 4). Workers who use short-sighted decision rules probably enjoy less comfortable material circumstances in old age than they would enjoy if they based their decisions on rational and far-sighted rules. But the shortfall in their retirement income or consumption may be relatively small. Extensive survey evidence on subjective well-being suggests that most people make accommodations to modest changes over time in their income and consumption. People who experience income gains often report temporary increases in subjective well-being, and people who experience economic losses report declines in well-being, but in neither case does the change in well-being appear to persist for very long (Easterlin, 2003). Thus, compared with the happiness that retired workers could
obtain under a rational and far-sighted retirement and saving plan, the happiness they actually achieve using less a far-sighted decision process may not be very different.

Economists’ models of retirement and saving behavior should probably be considered worthwhile guides to sensible decision-making rather than realistic descriptions of worker thinking or behavior. Some workers follow an approximation of the life-cycle model in choosing a saving strategy and retirement age. It seems doubtful, however, whether the model describes the actual reasoning of a large percentage of real-world workers. Enough workers follow the model so that it provides a useful explanation of some aggregate patterns in retirement behavior. It even yields helpful predictions of average, long-term responses to changes in retirement incentives. But we may not want to rely on the model to describe actual decision-making among most workers we encounter in real life – unless we rub shoulders with a lot of workers trained in college economics.
NOTES

1 For more specific data, refer to the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census (1975). Retirement patterns were much more difficult to measure among women because most worked primarily within the home (and without pay) during most of their adult lives.

2 A longer summary of the basic model can be found in Burtless (1999).

3 For good surveys, see Quinn, Burkhauser, and Myers (1990); Hurd (1990); Quinn and Burkhauser (1994); and Lumsdaine and Mitchell (1999).

4 In 1985 Modigliani was awarded the Nobel Memorial Prize in economics in large measure for his contributions to the theory of consumption. For his work on this subject, see Modigliani Brumberg (1954) and Ando and Modigliani (1963).

5 Social Security rules have changed in recent years to allow workers who have attained the “normal retirement age” – or age of entitlement for a full pension – to claim a pension, regardless of whether they have retired. The description of the benefit formula given in the text is meant to cover the rules as they applied during most of the history of the program. Those rules made it difficult or impossible for many workers to collect a full Social Security pension while continuing to work in their career jobs (see below).

6 Because of changes in the benefit formula, that is no longer true. Regardless of when workers retire between age 62 and 69, most will receive fair compensation in the form of higher monthly pensions if they delay their retirement by one extra year.

7 A more detailed and accurate description of the retirement earnings test is given by the Social Security Administration at <http://www.ssa.gov/OACT/COLA/rtea.html>.

8 If the labor force participation rate at age 63 is designated LFPR63, the retirement rate at age 63 is calculated as (LFPR63 - LFPR62) / LFPR54. This calculation ignores the complications involved in computing true cohort distributions and the effects of mortality rates, immigration, and temporary withdrawal from the labor force. It offers a picture of the timing of labor market withdrawal based on the participation choices of men aged 54 through 72 in a particular year.

9 The calculations are described in full in Burtless and Moffitt (1985).

10 The tax rate on excess earnings was subsequently reduced for retirees age 65 and older. The retirement earnings test for workers older than the normal retirement age was eliminated altogether in 2000.

11 It is not obvious, however, whether the optimal, far-sighted behavior of a neighbor offers a good guide to one’s own behavior. A neighbor who has accumulated greater wealth or who expects a shorter life span can comfortably retire at a younger age. Axtell and Epstein’s (1999) model works best in explaining imitative behavior when agents face a common change in incentives. The change in availability of Social Security pensions at age 62 is one example of such a change.

12 For a good survey of the evidence up through the mid-1990s, see Lusardi and Browning (1996).
A similar conclusion about the adequacy of household saving was reached by Warshawsky and Ameriks (2001). Following a somewhat different procedure than Moore and Mitchell (2000), Warshawsky and Ameriks used widely available financial planning software to analyze the wealth and financial situation of working families earning less than $125,000 in 1992. Under the assumption that each family’s net income requirements would fall 20 percent when the breadwinner retired and an additional 20 percent when one spouse died, the analysts used Quicken’s financial planner to calculate how long each family’s resources would last after a worker retired. These calculations imply that about 35 percent of families will exhaust their financial wealth within 10 years of retirement. Since a large majority of worker households contain at least one member who will live longer than 10 years after retirement, this calculation suggests a large percentage of retirement and saving plans will fail sometime in retirement.

The HRS interview data have been matched to Social Security Administration records of workers’ lifetime earnings, and researchers have access to the combined interview and earnings record data. See Scholz, Seshadri, and Khitatrakun (2004).

Some of the evidence on subjective well-being among the retired is summarized in Loewenstein, Prelec, and Weber (1999).
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Figure 1. Life-Cycle Earnings, Consumption, and Wealth Accumulation of a Far-Sighted Saver
Figure 2. Male Retirement Rate by Age, 1940 - 2000
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Note: Percent retiring each year is a constructed number reflecting the fraction of men leaving the workforce at the designated age, measured as a percent of men in the labor force at age 54.

Figure 3. Retirement Age and Post-Retirement Earnings Distributions in the Longitudinal Retirement History Survey, 1969-1979

Distribution of Retirement Ages among Men without Disabilities

Distribution of Post-Retirement Earnings among Men Age 62 and Older

Figure 4. U.S. Poverty Rate among Aged and Non-Aged Adults, 1959-2003

Source: U.S. Bureau of Census.